
MINUTES OF THE 37th PNM MEETING HELD WITH SCRE SANGH ON 12.02.2015 IN DRM’S 
CONFERENCE HALL, RAIL VIKAS BHAVAN, GUNTUR. 

Administration side Organisation side 
Sl. 
No. 

Name (S/Sri) Desig. S.No Name (S/Sri) Desig. 

1 N.K. Prasad DRM 01 T.   Brahmaiah Divl. President &  
Dy/CTI/Squad/GNT 

2 Dr. V. Chandra Sekhar 
Rao ADRM 02 B.K. Visweswara Rao Divl. Secretary/  & 

CTI/SL 

3 K. Philu Naik Sr. DPO 03 Y. Suresh Babu Treasurer/Hd. Qrs Br. 
& Dy.SS/SMR/O/GNT 

4 Dr. V. Satyanarayana CMS 
 04 V. Krishna Murthy Chairman/NDL Br. & 

SMR/NDL 

5 K. Anjaneyulu Sr. DFM 05 
R. Siva Kumar BS/GNT OL Br. & SFC 

(Engg) 
 Sr. DSO/O/GNT 

6 K. Simon Sr. DEN/ Co-
ord 06 K. Sundara Rao BS/NDKD Br. &  

Dy. SS/NDKD 

7 A. Satish Sr.DEN/ 
North 07 V.V. Ramanaiah Secy/Rg. Staff Branch 

and LP/Goods/GNT 

7 A.L.N. Reddy Sr.DOM 08 
G.A. Shafi Chairman, NDKD Br.& 

Tr. Man/SSE/ 
PW/NDKD 

8 G.  Sreeramulu Sr. DCM 09 R. Ganeshan CTI/SL/GNT 
9 V.V. Sarveswarudu Sr. DME 10 K.Rammohan Rao Dy. SS/PPM 

10 N. Issac Sr. DSTE 11 K.J. Srinivas Sr. TIA/GNT 

11 B. Satyanarayana Sr. DEE 12 K. Ramesh Sr. Technician/ 
S&T/GNT 

12 M. Muralidharan Sr. DMM 13 Ch. Hymavathi HBC/CBSR/GNT 
13 M.H. Satyanarayana Sr. DSO    
14 M.M. Khan DSC    

 
Sr.DPO welcomed ADRM,  President, Secretary and Members of the SCRE Sangh and 

the Branch Officers for the 37th PNM Meeting.   At the foremost, he enumerated the major 
achievements made by the Personnel Branch.   He stated that the Personnel Branch of Guntur 
Division has completed the following works related to the employees. 

 
Ø 33 candidates were appointed on LARSGESS  
Ø 10 Guards have been promoted as Sr.Pass Guards 
Ø 11 Points men were promoted as Sr. Goods Guards after due selection and training. 
Ø ASMs promoted against restructuring posts. 
Ø 153 Assistant pointsmen going to be promoted as Pointsman ‘A’ against restructuring. 
Ø Against 33 1/3%  quota, 3 employees have been promoted as Jr. Clerk from Group’D’. 
Ø Staff grievances Adalat was conducted at NDL and grievances were collected. 
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He informed the forum that Guntur Division is the first division in S.C.Railway in 
implementing the restructuring orders.   

 
While addressing the meeting,  ADRM  was  very glad  to express his happiness that he is 

fully satisfied with the co-operation of SCRE Sangh in resolving the issues very amicably.  He 
said that regular review is being conducted to solve the issues and explained the efforts of DRM 
in promoting welfare measures in respect of employees and their families.  He appreciated the 
efforts of SCRE Sangh in conducting awareness camp for Swine Flu which is an excellent effort 
in educating the public about SWINE FLU.    

 
 As far as division’s performance is concerned, he said that even though the division tried 

to achieve the target, it could not be reached due to the problems in cement loading etc   As far as  
safety aspect is concerned, the division is maintaining the standards and particularly educating 
the  staff  by  conducting  number  of  seminars  and  the  performance  in  all  other  aspects  are  very  
encouraging. 

 
 He informed that GM has appreciated the efforts of the department who have involved  

in  implementing  SWACH  BHARAT  in  colony  maintenance  and  other  areas  etc.   He  
congratulated one and all for the co-operation in achieving the targets by grouping the efforts 
like a family and lead towards success.  

 
 Divisional  Secretary,  SCRE  Sangh  conveyed  thanks  to  DRM  and   ADRM  for  sparing  
their valuable time for attending medical awareness camp conducted by Sangh.  He thanked the 
administration in taking timely action and responded positively  in resolving the issue in 
connection  with   DAR action  on  21  Trackmen who have  been  implicated  unjustly.  He  assured  
the administration in extending their co-operation and maintaining better industrial relations in 
achieving the targets of the division.  
  

In  the  concluding  session,  DRM  welcomed  the  representatives  of  SCRE  Sangh  and  
conveyed thanks for their good industrial relations in dealing with the problems and resolving 
them without any hesitation.  He explained the efforts made in opening food plaza on east side in 
GM’s Annual Inspection and other areas like health care, welfare, multi disciplinary centre at 
SAP for training the Trackwomen  etc. As far as performance of the division  in loading, safety, 
punctuality is concerned, he said that the performance is well appreciated in all aspects and 
advised that care should be taken to avoid any undue incidents as it is the prime responsibility of 
one and all.  

Divisional Secretary,  SCRE Sangh after address by DRM raised the following Out of 
Agenda subjects: 

Sl. 
No. 

 Subject  Decision by DRM Action to be 
taken by 

1 Long pending case of  Shri Moulali, CTI in 
connection with MACP. 

File marked to Sr. DFM for 
examination and his 
comments and will be 
finalised shortly. 

Sr. DCM 
Sr. DPO 
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2 Restructuring promotion of Shri J.P. Durga 

Prasad, TTE 
He will be promoted after 
collecting the ACRs shortly. 

Sr. DPO 

3 Request/Mutual transfers are pending for a 
long  time.   May  be  considered.  –  Case  of  
Shri B. Venkateswarlu, Trackman/CTYL 

Agreed to process the cases. Sr. DPO &  
all B.O.s 

4 Renewal of referral hospital facility well in 
advance. 

Agreed to process well in 
advance.  

CMS 

5 Appointment on LARSGESS – Case of 
Smt. Hymavathi, D/o Marthamma found 
fit in remedical. 

Case is already  approved by 
DRM & orders will be 
issued shortly. 

Sr. DPO 

6 Conversion  of  old shed for use as Kalyan 
Mandiram at NDKD, PGRL as modified in 
SAP. 

Due to shortage of funds, it 
is not possible to construct 
new Kalyana Mandapam. 

Sr.DPO 

7 Colony Care Committee Meeting at 
NLDA,  NDKD,  MRGA,  SAP & NDL are  
not being conducted.  

Will be advised to all colony 
care committees to meet 
regularly. 

CMS,  Sr. 
DEN/Co-Ord. 
Sr.DPO 

8 Sk. Umer Basha,  SS totally medical de- 
categorised and taken voluntary retirement.  
Settlement case not finalised so far.  

Will be settled on top 
priority. 

Sr.DPO & 
Sr.DFM 

9 Delay in finalisation of  LARGESS – First 
half 2014  

Ist Phase will be completed 
by 31-03-2015 

Sr. DEN/Co-
ord 

10 Supply of Gum Boots to Pointsmen as per 
climatic conditions. 

Pl. examine and put up the 
position to DRM 
 
 

Sr. DMM & 
Sr.DOM 

11 Greasing of rails by Keymen after 
completion of specified duties.  
 

Pl. examine and put up the 
position to DRM 
 
 

Sr. DEN/Co-
ord 

12 LC NO:291 at STUR and 307 at PRCA 
engineering gates have been converted as 
Traffic Gates.  Operating Pointsmen were 
not posted thereby engineering staff are 
facing hardship due to shortage of staff.  

Sr.DOM instructed to post 
the staff. 

Sr.DOM & 
Sr.DEN/Co-
Ord. 

13 Utilisation of Trackmen as BTCs ignoring 
seniors. 

As per Seniority staff will be 
deputed for training.  

Sr.DEN/Co-
ord 

14  MACP  not  granted  in  favour  of  Shri  A.  
Ramaswamy, Carpenter/NDKD 

Already   granted  3  MACPs  
Hence, he is not eligible for 
further MACPs. 

Sr.DPO 
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AGENDA/REVIEW SUBJECTS FOR 37th PNM MEETING BY DRM/ADRM WITH  

SCRE SANGH 
1) ACCOUNTS: 
Agenda Subjects – NIL 
Review Subjects:- NIL 
2)  ENGINEERING: 
Agenda Subjects:- 12 

Sl. No. Subject 
No. SUBJECT 

01 01/37/15 Cycle stand is to be provided to the employees working in Station, on line and 
staff  who  are  to  go  to  visit  various  stations  on  duty  or  visiting  the  Railway  
premises to take leave, privilege pass and the like. Such of those employees 
are  left  to  the  mercy  of  Cycle  stand  contractor  who is  troubling  them to  pay  
the tariff at par with the public. This is gross injustice. The plight of those 
employees who are on their way to attend refresher course training,  other 
training courses which may last for 3 months and also employees who are on 
leave for long duration is very disturbing. Contractor is asking those 
employees to pay the arrears for all the complete period though the employee 
had not parked his vehicle in his premises. Or otherwise the contractor is not 
allowing the employee to park his vehicle.  
          SCRES urges  the  administration  to  earmark  a  separate  place  for  Cycle  
stand for the benefit of the staff or provision for parking the vehicle in stand 
must made as per Board letter.   

Remarks The work under LSWP 2015-16 will be processed.  Subject may be closed. 

Minutes Concessional  rates  for  the  employees  in  the  existing  cycle  stand  duly  ear-
marking some space will be explored on both sides. 

02 
 

Closed 

02/37/15        Subordinate Rest house of Guntur Station is virtually under seize by other 
than  Railway  employees  and  our  Supervisors  visiting  GUNTUR  is  left  in  
lurch. This Supervisory Rest house was given to certain persons on mercy 
grounds for some period (police and para-military personnel) till such time 
they secure alternative accommodation. Unfortunately these employees have 
seized our right and made our Railway Supervisors homeless.  This is causing 
lot of agitation among employees.  

Remarks The item is no more relevant.  The GRP personnel have already vacated.  
After carrying out certain repairs, the Sub-ordinate Rest House will be re-
opened for the employees only and exclusively.   

Minutes One quarter was identified for repairing and handing over to GRP for the 
accommodation.  GRP staff will go to this quarter and they are not entertained 
in the Sub-ordinate Rest House.  Subject is closed. 
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03 

Closed 
03/37/15 VIP siding was constructed recently at Vijayawada end on platform on FOUR. While 

constructing the siding the laid path way was totally damaged by the contractor by 
dumping the waste mud and material on the path way. Incidentally the pathway 
existing  beside  Railway  Quarters  (Loco  Colony)  was  also  misused  by  these  
contractors dumping the waste materials of dismantled Railway Quarters. In this 
connection SCRES requests the administration to kindly lay a two wheeler path way 
to North cabin from VIP siding to mitigate the troubles of on duty staff of North 
cabin.  

Remarks Contractor will be instructed to clear the mud and material and the pathway 
will be cleared by the Contractor himself.   Subject may be closed.   

Minutes Work on saloon siding is in the advanced stage.  Repairs to the path way will 
be taken after completion of work.  Subject is closed. 

04 04/37/15 There is no pathway to reach Reddipalem cabin from Goods shed. As of now staff are 
facing lot of trouble in reaching the work place. Now they are parking their two 
wheelers near Reddipalem Goods shed and walking on track to reach their work place 
which is unsafe. Hence SCRES requests DRM to mitigate the problem on a war foot 
basis.   

Remarks The pathway towards cabin will be attended.  Bushes will be cleared and other 
improvements will be attended.  The subject may be closed.  

Minutes Kutcha path way will be provided duly removing the bushes.   
05 
 

Closed 

05/37/15 Though a new Gate Lodge was built, the operating equipments are yet to be   
shifted to the newly constructed lodge. Hence SCRES requests the  
administration to open the Lodge immediately. 

Remarks Work is in advanced stage.  Target is 31.3.2015. Subject may be closed. 

Minutes 

Gate lodge has already been completed.  Electrical connection and phone is to 
be shifted from the existing gate to the new gate at LC NO:2A in Reddipalem 
Mix Cabin Chord line.  Target Date of Completion:20.2.2015.  Subject is 
closed. 

06 06/37/15 Maintenance of Railway Quarters in the above stations are in very bad shape. 
Drainage system is totally collapsed. Drainage water is overflowing causing health 
hazards. At NDKD and NLDA the roof is leaking badly causing damage.  
      At Nalgonda Block No 30 Type One quarters, at RYGA and at KADM station 
Railway Quarters are in dilapidated condition. These quarters are constructed in 1970 
and require condemnation.  
     Railway  Quarters  at  NLDA,  RMNP and  NDKD are  insufficient.  Because  of  this  
staff is forced to seek private accommodation on huge rents. Hence SCRES requests 
the administration to construct quarters in these stations.    

Remarks In  the  recent  GM’s  Inspection,  all  the  quarters  in  the  colonies  were  attended  
on a large scale. GM has awarded for the best maintenance for NLDA Colony.  
Hence subject may be closed. 

Minutes Quarters have already been attended in the GM’s Annual Inspection however, 
it was informed that there is a problem in the drainage system.  Sr.DEN/North 
will inspect and take necessary action as per the requirement.  The drain has to 
be cleaned at regular intervals by the outsourcing agency.  This work is to be 
monitored  by  the  Medical  Department.    Sr.DEN  will  inspect  and  take  a  
decision for condemnation of quarters at NLDA and RMNP based on the 
physical condition.   Target date is 31.3.2015. 
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07 

Closed 
07/37/15 Provision of Shed facility at PDGL, TPPI, SRMR, CTYL, RMNP, VLG, 

NRDP and BMMP Stations in Guntur Division. 
      All  these  stations  are  not  provided  with  shed  facility  to  those  staff  who  
exchange  alright  signals  to  the  trains  from off  side.  Hence  SCRES urges  the  
admn., to construct sheds in all these stations on off side.  

Remarks As  confirmed  by  Sr.DOM,  there  is  no  operational  utility  for  these  sheds.   
Subject may be closed. 

Minutes Rain coats and umbrellas will be supplied to the Pointsmen of these stations.  
Subject is closed. 

08 
Closed 

08/37/15 Promotional  avenues  of  Trackmen to  Gangmates  and  Khalasi  to  Fitters  were  
not  considered  for  a  long  time.  Hence  SCRES  urges  the  administration  to  
consider this. 

Remarks Restructuring implemented  in the category of  Track maintainer and wherever  
eligible employees are  available in P. Way Units were promoted from Rs. 
1800 to Rs. 1900 and from Rs. 1900 to Rs. 2400.  With regard to Promotion to 
the GP Rs. 2800, no eligible employees are available in the lower category.  In 
Artisan Category, employees were promoted as per vacancies available in the 
Tech. Gr.III  of GP Rs. 1900/-. 

Minutes Restructuring of  Track Maintainers   has already been completed.  Arrears to 
SAP section staff are to be arranged by 28.2.2015.  Discussed and closed. 

09 
 

Closed 

09/37/15 SCRES appraised the administration long ago to provide two patrolmen. 
Administration responded positively and stated that due to paucity of men they 
are running the section with one petrol man and assured that, as and when staff 
position improves two petrol men will be provided.  Now through RRC and 
LARSGESS trackmen were appointed and their services may be utilized as 
assured - mainly in the section from CTYL to TPPI.                                           

Remarks The crew patrolmen concept for the exigencies like heavy rain, floods and the 
issue raised by SCRE Sangh will be well appreciated.  In all future exigencies, 
2 Patrolmen will be utilised.  Subject may be closed.  

Minutes TPPI, CTYL block is a plain block section and there is no need to provide 2 
patrolmen in the section, the existing practice of  providing one Patrolman will 
be continued.   However, in exigencies like heavy rains &  floods, 2 patrolmen 
will be provided.  Subject is closed. 

10 10/37/15 SCRES opened a new branch for the running staff and accommodation is to be 
provided. In this context SCRES urges the administration to kindly provide 
office accommodation for the RUNNING BRANCH.   

Remarks The proposal for new Sangh building in the west side was already initiated in 
the Works Programme 2015-16.  As soon as it is sanctioned, priority will be 
given to this item.  Subject may be closed.  

Minutes The work will be completed in the Works Programme 2015-16. 
11 

Closed 
11/37/15  In freight examination RCD depot/NLPD, though two bath room were 

constructed water provision is unavailable till date. Staff using the bath rooms 
have to draw water from other areas which is causing inconvenience In this 
connection SCRES urges the administration to make provision for water 
pipeline in these bathrooms. 
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Remarks DRM has already instructed to make provision for pipe line which is under 
process.  Subject may be closed. 

Minutes DRM has already instructed to make provision for pipe line which is under 
process.  Subject is closed. 

12 
Closed 

12/37/15       Fencing facility was not provided for the old pit line entrance. Because of this 
unauthorized people, stray dogs and other unsocial elements are causing lot of health 
hazards. More over Railway property is prone for thefts. During nights  people are 
occupying the area unauthorized.  Hence SCRES urges the administration to arrange 
fencing facility at the entrance. 

Remarks Alternatively,  it  was  decided  that  flood  lights  will  be  arranged  and  also  RPF 
beat between 12.00 in the midnight and 04.00 in the morning will be arranged 
to avert the theft etc   Subject may be closed.  

 Minutes Compound wall is under construction.  Subject is closed. 
Review Subjects:- 12 

13 12/36/14 Re-opening of unsolved Agenda Items 
Since, the following Agenda Items though not finalized, have 

disappeared from the review subjects, Sangh request the DRM to kindly 
arrange to re-open the subjects for discussion please. 
a) Subject No. 04/03/12 - Raising of inside and outside flooring of 
HU/NDL 
Remarks recorded : The work will be attended in the Zonal contract in a 
phased manner.  Sangh would like to know the latest position of this subject.  

Remarks Since the zonal tender was finalized recently, the work got delayed.  However, 
the work order was already issued and the work will be completed by 
30.4.2015. 

Minutes Inside flooring is to be retained.  Low lying area outside the hospital has 
already been filled up.  Further, surfacing in this area is to be decided by the 
field supervisors.   

14 
Closed 

23/36/14 Provision of Toilets at Reddygudem Rly. Station:-  
 The staff was facing lot of inconvenience at Reddygudem Railway 
Station due to non availability of Toilets in Railway Station premises.  The 
staff is utilizing the premises for their use of Toilets.  We request the admn.To 
provide the minimum facility to the staff in the station premises only, so that 
the premises may kept clean and green.  

Remarks Work was completed, subject may be closed 
Minutes Work is in the final stage.  The balance petty items are to be completed by 28th 

February 2015. Subject is closed.  
15 

Closed 
13/02/13 Repairs to the quarters at NLPD Station: The inmates of Railway quarters, block 

Nos 6,7,8&9 at NLPD station are suffering lot because the doors and windows are 
broken/in bad shape. Also Compound walls have been constructed but ti1! Date the 
doors/gates are not provided for the above blocks. Hence, this organization requests 
the administration to arrange for repairs/replacement of windows and doors also 
provide doors to the newly constructed compound walls. 

Remarks Works is in advanced stage.  Target date is 31.3.2015. 
Minutes The major portion of the repairs have already been completed.  Balance petty 

repairs are to be attended by 28.2.2015.  Subject is closed. 
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16 18/02/13 Toilet provision in TPPI station: No toilet provision at TPPI station for on 

duty staff. Staff are facing difficulty hence toilet maybe provided immediately. 
Remarks Work already completed. Subject may be closed. 
Minutes Work will be started shortly.  Target date of completion is 31.3.2015. 

17 19/02/13 Repairs to NDKD branch Sangh office: In SCRE Sangh office heavy roof 
leaking hence rakes are replaced immediately. Tiles to be provided on floor. 

Remarks Work already completed. Subject may be closed. 
Minutes Some portion of the work has already been done.  Balance work shall be 

carried out by 20-02-2015 
18 20/02/13 Repairs in REM Railway quarters: Railway quarters are in very bad 

condition. Required immediate repairs. Bath room doors broken. Drainage 
condition in Toilets are worst in type I–11A &11-B, Type II-12A and 12B. 

Remarks Repairs attended.  Subject may be closed. 
Minutes These quarters are to be inspected by Sr.DEN and check the physical 

condition of the quarters for taking further action.   
19 21/02/13 Repairs in PGRL Railway colony: In Block-B Railway quarters to supply 

water, construct a over head tank. Cement sheets infront of quarters to be 
provided. Drainage is in very bad condition, heavy water stagnation in front of 
quarters which requires immediate attention. 

Remarks Preparation of estimate was completed and tender process will be initiated. 
Target date is 30th September 2015. 

Minutes  Cement sheets in front of the quarters completed.  Over head tank work was 
terminated and fresh tenders have already been invited.  Drainage system will 
be improved.  

20 
 

24/02/13 Provision of Drinking  water  facility  at  L.  C.  gates  in  the  Section  NRDP-TPPI: 
The staff working in the section NRDP – TPPI facing drinking water problem. 
Existing bore well water (where provided) is not suitable for drinking and the entire 
water belt consist of Fluoride Content. Hence, the SCRES requesting to arrange 
drinking water as a basic need for the section LC gates between NRDP-TPPI. 

Remarks As per the water samples, the water available at these LC Gates are fit for 
drinking.  However, if any exigency comes during summer, suitable measures 
will be taken for supply of water.   

Minutes Water samples are again to be tested at the LC gates and necessary action will 
be taken as per the resultes. 

21 29/01/13 Repairs to the Sangh Office Guntur: Due to heavy rain the shed is 
collapsed. IOW staff attended and rakes are arrange. But false ceiling and 
electrical fittings and other repairs are not attended and the latrine is in worst 
condition. Hence Sangh request the administration to make arrangements to 
repair all the above works. 

Remarks Work completed, the subject may be closed. 
Minutes The work will be taken up in the current zonal contract.  
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22 02/01/12 Provision of Toilet facilities at LC Nos 181,183 & 184 near Nandyal: LC 

No.181: This Gate is located on NH-18. Due to heavy road traffic the gateman is 
unable to leave the LC gate even for 5 minutes for attending his nature calls 
LC Nos : 183 & 184; These two gates are located at thickly populated places and 
the gateman are facing problematic in attending to their nature calls. 
Sangh therefore, request the DRM to arrange to provide Toilet facilities in the 
above LC Gates at the earliest. 

Remarks Work is in advanced stage.  Target date is 31.3.2015. 
Minutes Sr, DEN/West will personally inspect and take necessary actin. 

23 
 

03/01/12 Problems of Residents of New Quarters – No.40 A to L. at Giddalur:  The 
residents of the above quarters are facing the following problems. 
A). The water at present supplied is highly saltiest. Hence top priority may be 
given to this problem and pure water may be supplied to the residents immediately. 
B). At the entrance water stagnated and causing hurdle to the residents.  
C).A concrete path may be laid from the entrance gate and connect it to the 
existing path available from platform No.2 to PWI’s office. 
D).At the entrance gate there is no electrical light is provided due to which 
residents are suffer. Hence necessary action to be taken to   provide electrical 
light immediately to redress the grievance of the  residents. 

Remarks Work completed, subject may be closed. 
Minutes Possibility of providing individual tap to the quarters will be studied and 

necessary action will be taken accordingly.  
24 
 

20/01/12 Constructing of Gate Lodges:  
A) In Bellamkonda Station LC Gate No. 53 Km 60/1-2 (BMKD-REM) 
B) LC Gate No.54 km 61/3-4 (BMKD-PGRL) 
This both gates are not provided with Gate Lodges. Hence SCRE Sangh request to 
construct permanent Gate Lodges in these gates. 

Remarks Work completed, subject may be closed. 
Minutes Work  is in progress.  TDC 31-03-2015. 

3) COMMERCIAL: 
Agenda Subjects – 08 

25 
Closed 

 

13/37/15 CTI Station Office Guntur may have to do a fairly good correspondence in 
their day to day works and for this CTI/STN need a computer. This is the only 
‘A’ Class station of GNT Division. Further instructions are there from 
FA&CAO office to send the EFT Returns Particulars and earning particulars 
by ‘e’ mail. As of now we unable to follow the instructions of FA&CAO due 
to non availability of net facility. ‘Net’ facility may be provided to CTI/STN 
office to follow the instructions of FA&CAO office.   

Remarks This subject will be discussed across the table. 
Minutes PC and NET facility will be provided by 31.3.2015. Subject is closed. 
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26 
 

Closed 

14/37/15 Check in and check off time was introduced for Retiring Rooms at Guntur 
after RRs were made on line, which is not working well. This may work well 
with big cities and pilgrim centres where there is heavy demand for Retiring 
Rooms. This check in check off time procedure is not available even with 
many good lodges at GNT. We request the administration to do away with this 
procedure of ‘check in and check off time’.   

       Further, Railways have not made any provision of certain deposit to be 
deposited by the passenger with the Railways which is refundable at the time 
of vacation of Retiring Room. This deposit is necessary because, any damage 
inflicted to the Railway property by the passenger during his stay (damages 
caused to bathroom fittings or causing damage to linen or mischief mongers 
may take the lien with them such like). As of now already we have purchase 
many locks as many passengers did not hand over the keys of Retiring Rooms 
on their vacation. This is happening because Retiring Room occupants have 
nothing to loose even if they do not hand over the keys at the time of vacation. 
Finally we have to call the TXR staff to break open padlocks of the door. By 
calling for the deposits such things can be avoided. In the wake of this we 
request the administration introduce security deposit.      

Remarks Complied with.   Subject agreed with the suggestions given by SCRE Sangh 
and administration has to introduce the security deposit process.  However, 
“checking-in and checking-off” time system will continue being GNT is a ‘A’ 
class city.  

Minutes Collection of security deposit will be introduced and “checking-in at 06.00 
and checking-off at 06.00” time will be informed to Headquarters.  Subject is 
closed. 

27 
Closed 

15/37/15  A decision was taken in one of the PNM meetings that Commercial Orders 
will not be issued henceforth to any employee and all office Orders will be 
issued through personal branch only.  As these commercial orders are not 
intimated to personal branch, these commercial transfers will not reflect in the 
records of personal branch. LONG STANDING LIST which is the ‘base’ for 
implementing periodical transfers is prepared by personal branch based on 
their records. Because of these misgivings, personal records tend to become 
contradictory during periodical transfers. To avoid such misgivings SCRES 
once again requests the administration to maintain a foolproof method while 
issuing transfer orders. 

Remarks All the commercial orders will be reversed back.  The process was already 
started.  

 Minutes In future, orders will not be issued by Commercial Branch and   the orders will 
be issued by  Personnel Branch only.  Subject is closed. 
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28 

Closed 
16/37/15 There are many representations from public as well as staff that Vinukonda 

and Narasaraopet  stations requires Licensed porters and public are put to lot 
of inconvenience because of this. License porters of these stations were 
absorbed as Gang men by Railways during the recruitment drive initiated by 
the Railway Ministry. In view of this SCRES requests the administration to 
recruit License porters in these stations to avoid inconveniencing the 
travelling public.   

Remarks A review has been initiated from NDL to NRT so also from PGDP-NLDA to 
assess the requirement of Licensed Coolies and accordingly action will be 
taken. 

Minutes Process for requirement and recruitment has been started.  Subject is closed. 
29 

Closed 
17/37/15 Though pinpointing was done in most of the departments, posts are not filled 

as per the pinpointing and mostly in commercial and operating departments 
Pinpointing is  not being implemented in spirit.  Hence SCRES urges the 
administration to post the staff as per the pinpointing.          

Remarks Since restructuring was just completed, the process of pin-pointing will be 
initiated now.  

Minutes Pinpointing will be taken up shortly and posting will be done according to 
pinpointing.   Subject is closed. 

30 18/37/35 Roster issued by personal Branch is not adhered to Booking office/Guntur. 
Staff  are put to inconvenience on account of this. SCRES urges the 
administration to implement the Roster issued by Personal branch at Guntur 
Station.     

Remarks  In view of heavy demand in rush time and during peak hours to suit the needs 
of  the  extra  requirement  of  man  power,  few  deviations  are  sorted  out  in  the  
public interest.  

Minutes Bi-Weekly rosters will be introduced and any deviation will be informed to 
Sr.DCM. 

31 
Closed 

19/37/15 SMs working at NLDA have been entrusted with the work of telephone enquiries 
from public. With provision of BSNL phone bearing numbers   08682-224392. SMs 
on duty at NLDA attending to train passing duties are also required to arrange for the 
closure of traffic engg. LC gates 43, 45, 47 and 50 with exchange of private numbers 
are regularly been subjected for criticism by travelling public for not attending the 
enquiry phone continuously. NLDA since happen to be a District Headquarters 
station enquiry calls will be pouring in at the time of train arrival / departure timings 
and during such period the SMs will be busy with train passing duties besides public 
address system/coach guidance etc.  
 SMs who inform the gate men about a train will leave to concentrate on its 
closures and acknowledgement  of private number and cannot engage themselves in 
public enquires leaving safety of trains a go bye .  
 In order  to bailout the SMs from criticism the option of shifting the duties to 
commercial staff having BSNL phone no. 08682-220055 are by entrusting the work 
to CCTV contractor awarded contract from 01.08.2013 to 31.07.2018 my kindly be 
processed immediately.   

 Remarks Efforts are being made to pass on the train timings etc. to the local Cable TV 
net work so that it gets scrolled on the screens for the public convenience. 
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 Minutes Phone will be shifted to CCTV room and scrolling will be introduced.   

Subject is closed. 
32 20/37/15  Only one employee is posted for Enquiry duties at Guntur Station per shift specially 

during nights. In night shifts Enquiry clerk has to handle refunds apart from regular 
face to face enquiries, telephonic enquiries and coordinating with Dy SS for 
allotment of platform numbers. Though staff have submitted representation on this, 
there was no response from the administration. Hence SCRES urges the 
administration to provide two men in each shift in enquiry counter.         

Remarks Work load of Enquiry Clerk will be assessed duly conducting job analysis.  
 Minutes Job Analysis will be done. 

Review Subjects:-  01 
33 30/36/14 Facilities in Rest Room : Provision of sufficient infrastructure in TTES Rest Houses 

i.e. in Guntur,  Nandyal, Dhone, Guntakal and Tirupati. 
As per the Comml. Circular No.71/2013 dated 14.11.13 issued by Railway 

Board, not even single recommendation is fulfilled in the TTEs Rest Room.  Hence 
Divisional Sangh requests the DRM to intervene and look into the grievance of 
Ticket checking staff. 

Remarks DRM & ADRM already inspected Rest House at TPTY.  DRM/GTL advised 
to improve the facilities.  

Minutes DRM & ADRM already inspected Rest House at TPTY.  DRM/GTL advised 
to improve the facilities. 

4) ELECTRICAL 
Agenda Subjects – NIL   &  Review Subjects – NIL 
5) MECHANICAL: 
Agenda Subjects – 01 

34 
Closed 

21/37/15 a)The interactions connected to operational activities between Guard and Driver  
whenever the train was received on Platform number one at GNT through walkie-
talkie could not be heard properly on both ends.  Usage of low frequency walkie-
talkies may be the reason. SCRES requests the administration to supply high 
frequency i.e., Branded company item.    
b)Walkie-talkies supplied to shunters were withdrawn at Guntur due to some 
reason. However, walkie-talkies are provided to shunters throughout Indian 
Railways as a policy. Hence SCRES requests the administration to restore supply 
of walkie-talkies to shunters at Guntur.                                  

Remarks a)The procurement of instruments is under process.  A tabulation of 100 odd 
walkie-talkie sets are required to be replaced.  However in the background, 
Department of Telecom is now levying spectrum charges, Board has directed 
to review the usage of walkie-Talkie sets etc.  Once the review process is over 
and exact number of walkie-talkies will be arrived, out of them below 
frequency-cum-old instruments will be replaced.  Target will be 31-03-15. 
b)In view of the recent accident in the Guntur Yard, in the shunting process, 
DRM has instructed and reiterated the existing directives that Walkie-Talkies 
should not be used during shunting process.  This is being the directives of the 
Chief Security Officer, walkie-talkie sets cannot be provided to the shunters in 
the division. 

` Minutes Since  indents were already placed, discussed and Closed.  
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Review Subjects – NIL 
6) MEDICAL 
Agenda Subjects – 02 

35 22/37/15 Renewal of referral hospital is not taking place in time and because of this 
staff are put to lot of hardship.  Staff are reimbursed with bare minimum 
amount which is eating into their pockets. Staff are permitted reimbursement 
only at CGHS rates which is very low. Either renewal of referral hospital 
should be taken in time or enough medical facilities must be extended to 
Railway employees by improving the infrastructure of Railway hospital/ 
Guntur. We are receiving lot of representations in this count. SCRES urges 
the administration to look into this aspect immediately.                               

Remarks Subject will be discussed across the table.  
Minutes The processing procedure for Renewal of referral Hospital will be initiated 

well in advance before expiry of the date of contract  
36 23/37/15 Whenever the sports persons are going for competitions they are facing injuries so 

when they are coming back to Hqrs they have to go for physiotherapy but we don’t 
have physiotherapist in our Guntur hospital to attend them. And moreover our 
employees also facing paralysis and other ortho problems they also need 
physiotherapist.  Hence SCRE Sangh requests DRM to arrange one referral 
physiotherapist for the need of employees.   

Remarks There is no regular institute for Physiotherapy in GNT Division.  However, 
needy patients are referred to RH/BZA wherein a regular Physiotherapist is 
available.  Subject may be closed.  

Minutes Outsourcing process for Physiotherapist will be initiated.    
Review Subjects:-  01 

37 
Closed 

07/36/14 Less payment of reimbursement of Medical Bills in favour of  Sri V.Abel 
Joyaraj, Trackman-Ill/ P.Way/NDL(G) 

Sri V.Abel Jayaraj, Trackman-lll/P.Way/NDL(G) has submitted a claim of 
Rs.1,43,437/- in Apr / May -2011 towards re-imbursement  of Medical Bills 

The  above  said  bills  were  processed  for  Rs.  73.528/-  as  per  CGHS  –  
2010/NIMS tariff by RH/GNT and sent to CMD/SC in Sep-2012(i.e. AFTER MORE 
THAN ONE YEAR) 

The above said amount of Rs.73,528/- was having the finance concurrence by 
Sr.DFM/GNT. It means that the amount was certified has correct by associate finance 
/ Guntur as per CGHS – 2010/NIMS tariff. 

Finally  AFTER  TOTAL  3  YEARS,  i.e.  in  Apr-14  the  amount  paid  to  the  
employee is about Rs.54,387/- only which is very much surprising. 

Sangh would like to know, as to how and why the amount is curtailed from 
Rs.73,000/- to a meager amount of Rs.54,387/- , though the tariff proposed by 
CMS/GNT was financially concurred by Sr.DFM/GNT 

Hence, Sangh request the DRM to kindly arrange to take necessary action to 
pay the difference amount to the employee at an early date and also to kindly arrange 
to take necessary steps to avoid such undue delay at least in future cases please. 

Minutes The subject will be reviewed by CMS/GNT in consultation with 
CMD/LGD.  Target date is 31st October 2014. 
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 Remarks Sri. V. A. Jayaraj, Trackman/NDL was admitted at Yasoda Super Specialty 
Hospital, Hyderabad on his own.  In such cases where an employee goes on 
his own, the rule is that the reimbursement will be made on CGHS 2010.  
Accordingly, CMD/SC advised the reimbursement claim. The subject may 
be treated as closed.  

 Minutes The subject will be taken up in Hd.Qrs. PNM.  Subject is closed. 

7) OPERATING: 
Agenda Subjects:- 03 

38 24/37/15 Though pinpointing was done in most of the departments, posts are not filled 
as per the pinpointing and mostly in commercial and operating departments 
Pinpointing is not being implemented in spirit.  Hence SCRES urges the 
administration to post the staff as per the pinpointing. 

Remarks Since restructuring was just completed, the process of pin-pointing will be 
initiated now. 

Minutes Restructuring was completed and the process of pin-pointing will be initiated.  
Target date is 30.4.2015. 

39 
Closed 

25/37/15             SMs working at NLDA have been entrusted with the work of telephone 
enquiries from public. With provision of BSNL phone bearing numbers   08682-
224392. SMs on duty at NLDA attending to train passing duties are also required to 
arrange for the closure of traffic engg. LC gates 43, 45, 47 and 50 with exchange of 
private numbers are regularly been subjected for criticism by travelling public for not 
attending the enquiry phone continuously. NLDA since happen to be a District 
Headquarters station enquiry calls will be pouring in at the time of train arrival / 
departure timings and during such period the SMs will be busy with train passing 
duties besides public address system/coach guidance etc.  
 SMs who inform the gate men about a train will leave to concen-trate on its 
closures and acknowledgement  of private number and cannot engage themselves in 
public enquires leaving safety of trains a go bye .  
 In order  to bailout the SMs from criticism the option of shifting the duties to 
commercial staff having BSNL phone no. 08682-220055 are by entrusting the work 
to CCTV contractor awarded contract from 01.08.2013 to 31.07.2018 my kindly be 
processed immediately. 

Remarks Sr.DCM is making efforts to pass on the train timings etc.  to the local Cable 
TV net work so that it gets scrolled on the screens for the public convenience.  

Minutes  Discussed & closed. 
40 

Closed 
26/37/15       The interactions connected to operational activities between Guard and 

Driver   whenever  the  train  was  received  on  Platform  number  one  at  GNT  
through walkie-talkie could not be heard properly on both ends.  Usage of low 
frequency walkie-talkies may be the reason. SCRES requests the 
administration to supply high frequency i.e., Branded company item.       
      Walkie-talkies supplied to shunters were withdrawn at Guntur due to some 
reason. However, walkie-talkies are provided to shunters throughout Indian 
Railways as a policy. Hence SCRES requests the administration to restore 
supply of walkie-talkies to shunters at Guntur.                               
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 Remarks The procurement of instruments is under process.  A tabulation of 100 odd walkie-
talkie sets are required to be replaced.  However in the background, Department 
Telecom is now levying spectrum charges, Board has directed to review the usage of 
walkie-Talkie sets etc.  Once the review process is over and exact number of walkie-
talkies will be arrived, out of them below frequency-cum-old instruments will be 
replaced.  Target will be 31.3.15. 

 Minutes  Discussed & Closed. 
Review Subjects:-  03 

41 18/36/14 Request to solve the problems of ASMs @ NDL 
a) The On duty ASMs at NDL are facing very much inconvenience in 
performing their duties and unable to concentrate on their regular duties, since 
the travelling public disturb them frequently for enquires. 

To avoid the frequent disturbance by the travelling public, and to ensure 
safe working by On Duty ASMs, Sangh request the DRM to kindly arrange to 
provide a glass-fronted door to the ASMs room. This will also avoid the dust 
caused by loading / unloading the materials of JSW Cement Industry. 
b) The existing ceiling fan in ASMs room is not giving sufficient air. Hence 
it is requested to provide a pedestal fan for the On Duty ASMs at an early 
date please. 

Remarks ADEN/NDL & ADEE were instructed to provide the door and fan by  
15-02-2015. 

Minutes ADEN/NDL & ADEE were instructed to provide the door and fan by  
15-02-2015. 

42 09/01/13 Non-Payment of OTA – Case of Sri Sk.Chand Basha 
Dy.SS/SDV(Ex.Dy.SS/GZL)The above named employee has represented to 
this organization that, though he has submitted his OTA journals for 535 Hrs 
between the period from 20-01-2008 to 05-07-2008 in time while he was @ 
GZL and represented several times to the administration, his OTA has not 
been paid.  The employee has given the details  of his representations made to 
the administration as under. 
1).On 25-06-2010 he submitted a representation to Sr.DPO. 
2).In response, Sr.DPO vide letter No. GNT/P.305/OTA/ Corr Dt: 14-07-10 
advised Sr.DOM/GNT to send the OTA journals of the employee to his office 
duly obtaining the delay condonation from DRM 
3).In response to the above Sr.DPO’s letter, Sr.DOM vide 
Lr.No.GNT/T.305/OTA/09-10 Dt:30-07-10 advised that no TA journals were 
received in his office for the above period. 
4).In response to the above Sr. DOM’s letter, the employee with a view to 
resubmit the journals requested the Sr.DOM on 12-08-10, to arrange to send 
the  OTA register  of  GZL,  which  was  taken  away by  the  then  Tl/HQ.   In  his  
representation, the employee has enclosed the clear evidence of taking over 
the OTA register by the then Tl/ HQ. 
5). Instead of conducting an inquiry about taking over the OTA register by the 
then Tl/H.Qrs and about the missing OTA journals, Sr.DOM vide letter 
No.GNT/Optg/OTA /GZL /Oct/ 2010 Dt:25-10-2010 has given an unsatisfied 



reply to the employee that the OTA journals were not received in his office. 
6).The employee has finally given has representation in the grievances 
redresal camp held @ NDL in May 2012, but his grievance is not yet 
redressed. 
Since, the employee has alleged that, the then Tl/H.Qrs has 16 ontedly 
misplaced  the  OTA  journals  and  taken  over  the  OTA  register  from  GZL  ,  
Sangh request the DRM to kindly arrange to order a detailed inquiry of the 
case and to pay the OTA for 535 Hrs in the above said period, to the employee 
at an early date please. 

 

Remarks As per the instructions of DRM/GNT, the employee is supposed to make his 
appeal with all the particulars etc.  to DRM for payment of OT bills etc.  Since 
DRM has assured about resolving the issue, the subject may be closed as there 
is nothing much for discussion in the forum.   

Minutes On submission of records from Station, the case will be examined. 
43 01/03/11 The  Station  Masters  of   Nagireddipalli,  Valigonda,  Ramannapeta,  Chityal  and  

Srirampuram have unanimously represented requesting for change of rosters 
from Essentially intermittent (12 hours) to continuous (8hours)duly considering 
the following silent factors:-These five stations from Nagireddypally to Tipparthy in 
Guntur division were previously in Secunderabad division with Essentially 
intermittent roster treating as branch line with Essentially intermittent roster treating 
as branch line where as Miryalaguda stations were in Vijayawada with continuous 
roster treating as main line.  After formation of Guntur division in 2003 both 
Nagireddypally to Tipparthy Section and Miryalaguda to Guntur stations of same 
sections, i.e., (Bibinagar-Guntur section) are transferred to Guntur Division.  Running 
almost  same  trains,  in  the  same  Bibinagar  –  Guntur  section  these  five  stations  have  
essentially intermittent roster for station masters.  Moreover, recently four new 
passenger  trains   i.e.,  KCG  –  MRGA  introduced.   Hence  this  injustice  may  be  
removed. 
(b) Workload has been increased heavily due to commercial work of issuing UTS and 
reservation tickets and increase in goods train movements and public telephone 
enquiry regarding passenger trains.  In the same Nagireddypally-Guntur section few 
stations without commercial work and MLC gates have continuous roster. 
(c.) In this Nagireddypally-Tipparthy section, Chityal station has inward/outward 
goods traffic, FOIS, heavy Reservation and Nagireddypally station has ballast depot 
with heavy shunting regularly in addition to other train passing and commercial 
duties 
(d) As per the nature of duties of on duty station manager, he is wholly responsible in 
the station and he cannot leave the station even for a while and should be always alert 
for train passing, ticket issuing and public enquiry in view of safety.  
(e) With these good number of trains lot of stress is caused for working for 12hours 
daily and 72 hours in a week this essentially intermittent roster which may affect 
safety. (f) The workload has been heavily increased, when compared with recent past 
as such, there is every need change the roster from essentially intermittent to 
Continuous. 

Minutes  Fresh job analysis will be done. 
Remarks Only 3 stations were earmarked out of the list. i.e. NRDP, VLG, SRMR and 

for  all these 3 stations, job analysis has already been done 2 years back.  The 
newly introduced double-ducker train is going to be withdrawn shortly.  



Hence, no extra activity was included.  Fresh job analysis will be done after 6 
months after new regular trains are introduced in the section.  

 Minutes Job Analysis will be conducted after issue of Time Table. 
8) PERSONNEL: 
Agenda Subjects:- 07 

44 27/37/15         The last Seniority list was published in 2011 by the administration. As 
per the existing Railway Board Order Seniority list is to be published once in 
two years. 
         By publishing seniority list every two years anomalies appeared in the 
last seniority list can be taken care of like new joining through RRC, RRB and 
LARSGESS.  Further some employees were promoted based on the vacancy 
position.  Because of all these, employees are unable to know about their 
seniority position.  In the light of this SCRES requests the administration to 
issue a seniority list afresh as early as possible.  

Remarks The seniority lists of Operating Department was already issued during Oct. 
2013.  The seniority lists of other departments is under process.  Target date is 
31.3.2015. 

Minutes Publishing of the seniority lists of staff other than Operating Department is 
under process.  Target date is 31.3.2015. 

45 28/37/15   Transfer Allowance is not being granted to those employees who carry out 
their periodical transfer orders. Employees are asked to give 3 options of 
requests to facilitate their postings   by the administration. These options are to 
be treated by the administration as ‘own requests’ of the employees leading to 
non grant of transfer allowance which is incorrect. Railway board letter clearly 
states that under the above circumstances Transfer grant must be given. As per 
Railway Board Letter No,E(W)76PS5-9 dated 30-4-1977 and Estt. Serial 
Circular No.105/77 all employees who applied for request on administration 
transfer are eligible for Transfer allowance. All other divisions and zones 
are following the above rule except our GNT Division.     Right from the 
formation of the Division employees are deprived of this a Transfer grant 
though they are eligible as per Board letter. Employees are disappointed on 
this. SCRES urges the administration to grant transfer allowance to those 
employees as per their eligibility.    

Remarks This issue was already discussed and closed after lengthy discussion in 35th 
PNM held on 21-11-2013 vide Subject No. 13/01/13.  There is no fresh 
ground or reason to re-open the subject. 

Minutes This subject is discussed in lengh.  Finally it is decided to pay the transfer 
allowance in future periodical transfer cases only.  

46 
Closed 

29/37/15     Many request transfer applications of staff seeking transfers to other 
Divisions and Zones are lying un cleared at our end. Our Division is not 
forwarding the request applications for further process. This is causing lot of 
disappointment among staff. There are clear instructions from Head Quarters 
i.e., CPO to forward all the request/mutual transfer applications without delay. 
In spite of our repeated representations our Division is not forwarding the 
request applications. Hence SCRES requests DRM to intervene and give 
orders to personal office to dispose all the pending applications.   
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 Remarks Almost all the request transfer applications were considered as per the 
directives of CPO.  However in specific cases Sangh may bring to the 
notice of  Sr.DPO and he will process further.  Subject may be closed.  

Minutes Discussed and Closed. 
47 30/37/15  Many of the circulars are not reaching the employees because of which 

they are unable to utilize the benefits. In this connection SCRES urges the 
admn., to circulate circulars of all important information to all stations of 
GNT Division.  

Remarks All the latest serial circulars are available on the web site of HQrs. 
Personnel Branch of S.C. Railway.  However, important circulars like pass 
and pension benefits etc. will be made into small booklets and supplied to 
the stations in due course.  Subject may be closed.  

Minutes All the latest serial circulars are available on the web site of HQrs. 
Personnel Branch of S.C. Railway.  However, important circulars like pass 
and pension benefits etc. will be made into small booklets and supplied to 
the stations in due course.   

48 31/37/15 Railway Institute was opened at Nalgonda some time back and 
unfortunately this Railway Institute is non functional. Though Jim items 
were supplied by administration, these items remains locked up in one 
room.  Membership  is   recovered  from  not  less  than  100  employees  at  
NLDA  and  the  members  are  ready  to  take  an  active  role  if  elections  are  
conducted. 
                 In this connection SCRES requests the administration to conduct 
election in Railway Institute NLDA. Presently a nominated body is put in 
place  at  NLDA  and  this  body  is  not  eliciting  any  interest  in  cultural  
activities.   

Remarks The important requirement for elections is the voters list for which Kala 
Kendra/NLDA is  yet to prepare.  The target time of 3 months was given to 
the Chairman/Kala Kendra to publish the voters list after which elections 
will be conducted.  Subject may be closed. 

Minutes After conducting elections, subject will be closed.  
49 

Closed 
32/37/15 Service certificates may be issued to the wards of Late G Yadagiri 

Gangman PF No.04438954 and Late Yadagiri Narsaiah Trolleyman PPO 
No.59114100633 immediately.  Both these employees worked under 
SSE/P WAY/CTYL. Wards of these employees are economically crunched 
and needs help. They are facing problems in getting the settlements of 
ECCS as well as Medical facilities. SCRES urges the administration to 
issue service certificates to the wards of the demised staff.   

Remarks Service Certificates already issued. Subject may be closed. 
Minutes Duplicate Service Certificates issued.  Subject is closed. 

(Contd…P….19….) 
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50 33/37/15 T. Babu CLI who is posted to GNT Division from SC Division represents 

that his juniors are drawing more pay than him. SCRES urges the 
administration to kindly look into the matter. 

Remarks Sri.  T.  Babu,  CLI  is  presently  working  as  CCC/GNT  has  applied  for  
stepping of pay with his Junior Sri. K.S.D Sarma, CLI of SC Division, in 
terms of CPO/SC’s Serial Circular No. 132/2009.  The proposal has been 
sent to Accounts for Certification on 08-01-2014 which was returned with 
some objection.  The same was attended and resubmitted on 26-02-2014 
and 19-03-2014.  However, Sr. DFM vide their Lr. Dt. 01-04-2014 
returned the proposal stating that this Division employee can not be 
compared  with  that  of  other  Division  and  the  proposal  is  not  agreed   to.   
Again the proposal sent to Accounts on 10-02-2015 to examine once again. 

Minutes Sr.DFM will be advised to vet the proposal at the earliest. 
Review Subjects:-  09 

51 01/36/14 Stepping up of Pay of Seniors with reference to such of directly 
recruited juniors 
a)In terms of CPO/SC SC No : 34/2010, stepping up of Pay of seniors is 
permitted with reference to such of those directly recruited juniors borne on 
the  same  seniority  list  who  are  recruited  on  or  after  01-01-06  and  whose  
basic pay is more than that of the seniors. 
     As per the above rule, Sri A. Narasimhulu, ASM/STV,     Sri G. Gopala 
Krishna, ASM/TLU and Sri CH. Anjaiah,   ASM/NDKD  (Ex.KCD) who 
were promoted from points   men to the post of ASM  have submitted 
representations   on   12-09-13 for stepping up of their  pay on par with   
such of  those directly recruited juniors, recruited on  or  after 01-01-06. 
    Copies of the representations of the above said employees are 
enclosed for ready reference. 
b) In this connection, it is learnt that in other divisions, such     stepping of   
pay is being allowed in the promotional   orders  itself. But in Guntur 
Division though the eligible  employees submit their representations,  
finalization is    very  badly delayed.     Since the cases are very badly 
delayed, Sangh request the     DRM to  kindly arrange to finalize the cases 
at an early    date and also arrange to get clarification from the other 
divisions regarding allowing of higher rate of pay in the      promotional 
orders itself please. 
   Sangh would also like to state that, we wish to see this  case as finalized 
well before this subject come for    discussion in  the PNM meeting please. 

Remarks Proposals for stepping up of pay for 13 (5+8) employees were sent to 
Accounts for certification 22-12-2014 & 02-01-2015 respectively.  On 
receipt of certification, memorandum will be issued.  

Minutes Proposals for stepping up of pay for 13 (5+8) employees were sent to 
Accounts for certification 22-12-2014 & 02-01-2015 respectively.  On 
receipt of certification, memorandum will be issued. 

(Contd…P….20….) 
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52 02/36/14 Non- Payment of arrears to the Gatemen placed in scale of 

Rs.2750- 4400(RSRP) w.e.f. 1-11-2003 
As per Bd’s letter No.PC/lll/2003/CRC/VI D109-10-03 and further 

clarification vide no.PC/lll/2003/UPG/ll D103-05-05, All the gatemen 
were placed in scale 2750-4400 (RSRP)w.e.f. 01-11-03 

It  is  represented  by  some  of  the  gatemen  of  SSE/P.Way/NDL(G),  
that though their pay was fixed in scale Rs.2750-4400(RSRP), arrears are 
not  paid  to  them,  the  reason  is  stated  to  be  that,  the  DDs  are  pending  in  
Accounts department for one or other reason from a long time. 

In this connection this organization wish to bring to the kind notice 
of DRM, that we have already requested in one of our earlier PNMs 
(III/PNM of 2011) to finalize the cases at an early date. 

Therefore, Sangh request the DRM to kindly arrange to pay the 
arrears to the eligible employees at the earliest please. 

Remarks DD will be resubmitted to Accounts by 20-02-2015. 
Minutes DD will be resubmitted to Accounts by 20.02.2015. 

53 09/36/14 Grant of HRA in favour of the employees vacated  condemned Railway 
Qtrs at DKD. 
The following employees working under SSEs / P.Way/GID and DKD, 
though submitted their applications very long back for grant of HRA in 
their favour on the vacation of condemned Railway Quarters at DKD, have 
not been granted HRA till date. 

S.l. 
No 

Name, Desgn.  & 
PF No.  

Unit  Qtrs No & 
Type   

Date of 
vacation  

Date of submission
of applications.  

1 P. Daniel,  
PF :09492793  
G. Mate  

PW/ 
DKD  

122/A/II  02-01-12  15-02-2013  

2 P. Philips, PF No.  
09491399 G. Mate  

PW/ 
GID  

129/A/I  24-06-11  17-01-2013  

3 P. Nagaiah,  
PF :05631439 Spl. 
Trk.-man  

PW/ 
GID  

12/C/II  06-11-08  17-01-2013  

4 P. Aseervadam PF 
:05632912 Spl. 
Trkmn  

PW/ 
GID  

127/B/II  18-12-08  17-01-2013  

5 P. Israel,  
PF :05632950 Spl. 
Trkmn  

PW/ 
GID  

85/B/II  15-07-09  17-01-2013  

All the above employees have submitted their requests applications duly 
quoting the authority of condemnation of the above said quarters at DKD 
duly forwarded by their concerned supervisors. Xerox copies of above said 
letters are here with submitted for ready reference. 
Since, all the above employees are eligible for HRA from the next day of 
vacation of Condemned Qtrs and since, the cases are very badly delayed, 
Sangh request the DRM to kindly arrange to grant HRA in their favour at 



least now and also arrange to pay arrears immediately please. 
Sangh would also like to state that, we wish to see this case as finalized 
well before this subject come for discussion in the PNM meeting please. 

Remarks Railway Qrs. Condemned vide memorandum No. SCR/P-GNT/494/2/Qrs./ 
Permission; dated 18-12-2014  and  HRA arrears  prepared. 

1) P. Daniel – Rs. 45698 towards HRA arrears paid through 
Regular Salary Bill for the month of Jan.2015. 

2) P. Phillips – Rs. 53,880 towards HRA arrears – DD sent to 
Accounts on 06-02-2015. 

3) P.  Nagaiah  -    Rs.  78,911  towards  HRA  arrears  –  DD  sent  to  
Accounts on 06-02-2015. 

4) P. Aseervadam–Rs. 74,794 towards HRA arrears – DD sent to 
Accounts on 06-02-2015. 

5) P.  Israel,  -  Rs.  46,519  towards  HRS  arrears  –  DD  sent  to  
Accounts on 06-02-2015.     

 Minutes 1) P. Phillips – Rs. 53,880 towards HRA arrears – DD sent to 
Accounts on 06-02-2015. 

2) P.  Nagaiah  -    Rs.  78,911  towards  HRA  arrears  –  DD  sent  to  
Accounts on 06-02-2015. 

3) P. Aseervadam–Rs. 74,794 towards HRA arrears – DD sent to 
Accounts on 06-02-2015. 

4) P. Israel, - Rs. 46,519 towards HRS arrears – DD sent to Accounts 
on 06-02-2015.     

54 
Closed 

25/36/14 General Promotions:-  
 The Railway Board issued ordr to the Zonal/ Divisional Railway 
Authorities to implement the re-structuring order from 01-11-2013.  After 
completion of 6 months also the Administration enable to implement the 
Railway Board order.  Due to that the existing vacancies as on 01-11-2013 
was clubbed with restructuring vacancies was not filled so fr due to the 
reasons  known  by  the  Admn.   The  staff  of  the  Operating  Department  
Station Masters and Points men was frustrated and the regular vacancies   
was covered from  02-11-2013 was also accumulated.  We request the 
Admn. To see that the Railway Board orders should be implemented 
immediately  and  the  process  of  regular  vacancies  also  should  take  up  
without further loss of time.  

Remarks Restructuring in the category of ASM already completed vide 
Memorandum dated 06-02-2015.   However restructuring the category of 
Pointsmen will be completed  by 20-02-2015.  

Minutes Discussed and Closed. 
(Contd…P….22….) 

 
 
 
 
 
 



::22:: 
55 29/36/14  Fixation of Seniority 

Mr. B. Anil Kumar, SM/11/SE/Sig/O/NLPD represented to administration 
about his seniority and promotion, no response from administration. He was 
appointed on 04.2.2005 as App. SM Gr.III.  Hence Sangh requests the 
administration to look out the records and fix his seniority above his Juniors who 
appointed after his appointment date.     Employee’s representation and 
appointment order (Xerox copies) are enclosed for ready reference. 
Hence Sangh requests DRM to do justice to the employee. 

Remarks The seniority list of Shri Anil Kumar will be re-examined with the 
available records and will be finalized by 28-02-2015. 

Minutes Shri. B. Anil Kumar appointed as Sig. Maintainer/III on Compassionate 
Grounds and directed for training from 04-02-2005.  After training he was 
absorbed as Sig. Maintainer/III w. e. f. 23-05-2007 on regular basis.  
Subsequently, he was promoted as Sig. Maintainer Gr.II w.e.f. 06-10-2009 
and Sig. Maintainer Gr.I 01-11-2013.  Whereas Sri. Rakesh Paandit and  
Sri. Sanjeet Kumar were directly recruited as Sign. Maintainer. Gr.II 
through RRB w.e.f. 14-12-2007 (Trg.) and regularly absorbed as Sig. 
Maintainrer/Gr.II w.e.f. 23-07-2009 & 27-07-2009 respectively .  As such 
Sri.  Anil  Kumar  cannot  compare  with  their  seniors.    A  comparative  
statement given to DS for perusal.  

56 
Closed 

07/02/13 Issue of 8 hours roster to the staff working at ‘A’ class/ ‘Spl’ class LC gates: 
The classification of gates has been upgraded in the recent past due to increase of 
TVUs abnormally. But the rosters for the staff working have not been revised 
accordingly. Hence, this organization urge the administration to arrange for 
Issuing of revised rosters as per HOER. Also request the administration to supply 
a list of gates with classification and roster in force. 

Minutes Roster for all Special class gates  is under process. Target date is 31-12-14. 
Remarks All  Special  Class  Gates  were  already  issued  with  Rosters  during  the  year  

2014.  Hence subject may be closed.  
Minutes Agreed to supply the roster copies to DS.  Discussed and closed.  

57 
Closed 

 

01/02/13 Non-drawl  of  TA  for  the  month  of  Aug  2008  in  favour  of  Sri  B.  
Umamaheswara  Rao,  SSE  /TM/GNT:  Sri. B. Umamaheswara Rao, SSE / TM 
/GNT has submitted TA journals in time for the months of July and Aug-2008 but 
TA drawn only for the month of July and not drawn for the month of Aug. The 
employee had requested many times but in vain. Hence, this organization request 
the administration for drawl of TA for the said period immediately. 

Minutes Sri. B. Umamaheswara Rao, SSE / TM /GNT has been advised 19.04.2014 
to submit the TA journal for the month of August-2008 duly forwarded by 
the  in-charge  SSE/TM/GNT  for  further  necessary  action  .   So  far  no  
duplicate  TA  Journal  received  from  the  employee.   After  receiving  the  
duplicate TA Journal from the employee, necessary action will be taken. 

Remarks Employee not submitted TA Journals and subsequently retired on 
superannuation on 31-01-2015. 

Minutes Discussed and Closed. 
(Contd…P….23….) 

 



::23:: 
58 

Closed 
25/02/13 Issuing of Seniority Lists of Track-Men duly updated in the section 

SSE/PW/CTYL: Consequent of LARSGESS / RRC nearly 70/80 track men  
are newly  joined in section SSE / P.W/ CYTL. Hence, arrange to issue a 
fresh seniority lists duly update the same 

Minutes Same  seniority list will be provided.  
Remarks Seniority  lists  for  the  categories  of  Track  Maintainer  I,  II,  III  &  IV  of  

SSE/P.Way/CTYL unit published on 10-02-2015. 
Minutes Discussed and closed.  

59 
Closed 

01/03/12 Non receipt of SRs of the staff joined from the SC Division: Mr.N.Srinu 
ASM/TPPI Who came from SC Division and previously worked as Helper-I 
/C&W /HYD SR not yet received. Mr. S.Venkata Reddy Sr.CC/NLDA who 
came  from  Bhongir  of  SC  Division  states  that  his  SR  is  not  yet  received.  
Hence  SCRES  requests  DRM  to  see  that  SRs  of   N.Srinu  &  S.  Venkata  
Reddy  to  be  made  available  in  this  division  and  Xerox  copies  of  the  SRs  
maybe supplied to the employees at the earliest. 

Minutes SR  of  Shri  Venkata  Reddy  has  been  returned  to  SC  Division  for  want  of  
increment entries and staff will be deputed to SC Division to collect the SR  

Remarks Sri. Vekata Reddy SR already received ad subject may be closed.  
Minutes A  copy  of  the  SR  handedover  to  Divisional  Secretary.   Discussed  and  

closed. 
9) S& T: 
Agenda Subjects – 01 

60 
Closed 

35/37/15 The interactions connected to operational activities between Guard and 
Driver  whenever  the  train  was  received  on  Platform  number  one  at  GNT  
through walkie-talkie could not be heard properly on both ends.  Usage of 
low frequency walkie-talkies may be the reason. SCRES requests the 
administration to supply high frequency i.e., Branded company item.     
 

Walkie-talkies supplied to shunters were withdrawn at Guntur due to some 
reason. However, walkie-talkies are provided to shunters throughout Indian 
Railways  as  a  policy.  Hence  SCRES requests  the  administration  to  restore  
supply of walkie-talkies to shunters at Guntur.                                 

Remarks The procurement of instruments is under process.  A tabulation of 100 odd 
walkie-talkie sets are required to be replaced.  However in the background, 
Department Telecom is now levying spectrum charges, Board has directed 
to review the usage of walkie-Talkie sets etc.  Once the review process is 
over and exact number of walkie-talkies will be arrived, out of them below 
frequency-cum-old instruments will be replaced.  Target will be 31-03-15. 

 Minutes 100 sets of batteries  already provided.  Frequency will be taken care of.   
Discussed and Closed  

10) SAFETY:- 
Agenda Subjects – NIL   &  Review Subjects - NIL 

(Contd…P….24….) 
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11) STORES:-  01   
Agenda Subjects – 01 

61 
Closed 

36/37/15  A part of SC Division was merged with GNT Division and the section being 
Bommaipalli to MRGA. Before merger winter uniform was supplied to the 
staff of these areas as this section falls under chilled area. After formation of 
GNT Division staff working in these section are deprived of winter uniform. 
After SCRES representations group C category staff are supplied with 
winter uniform where group D staff are yet to supplied with winter uniform.  
In SCRES urges the administration to supply winter uniform to all 
categories of this section.   

Remarks Since uniforms were already supplied for all the eligible staff, the subject 
may be closed. 

Minutes Winter uniforms have already supplied as per the records available.  If any 
eligible category has not been received the winter uniforms, the same may 
be represented through the respective Branch Officers.    Discussed and 
closed.  

Review Subjects - NIL 
12) SECURITY:-    

Agenda Subjects – NIL   &  Review Subjects - NIL 
 

 

 

 No. of subjects discussed No. of subjects closed Balance 

Agenda Subjects 35 21 14 

Review Subjects 26 08 18 

Total 61 29 32 


